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BOOT CAMP
SURPRISE!
This surprise would probably be people's 
worst nightmare come true - which is what 
makes this experience that much more fun! 
Picture a fitness trainer coming to your 
doorstep unannounced/ being kidnapped 
and putting you through 2 hours of rigorous 
nonstop exercising! Sounds fun? It's a 
novel way of gifting a unique experience to 
someone who enjoys fitness. This surprise 
would probably be people's worst night-
mare come true- which is what makes the 
experience that much more fun!



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The training instructor is a certified fitness trainer
A certificate will be given along with a frame 
(optional, charged extra) 
The experience will be conducted in the 
designated gym (basic) or in the recipient’s 
residence 
Dottedi will not be responsible if the recipient does 
not agree to participate / complete the 
activities/tasks conducted
The price quoted is for one person only
The surprise includes all the materials provided by 
the instructor and Dottedi  
A minimum notice period of 3-4 days required, 
subject to availability 
A health hamper worth 1500 is included, in the 
advanced package
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

A certified fitness trainer
A health hamper (additional, chargeable)
Certificate (optional, chargeable)
Photograph (optional, chargeable)

Duration: 1 – 1.5 hours
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1
Amount: Rs.7,500



PICNIC
SURPRISE!
Few things triumph the simplicity of laying 
out a blanket and settling into nature with 
your favourite person and a basket full of 
food. 
We at Dottedi never overlook the power of 
simplicity
So, present you the Picnic surprise. It 
allows you to rejuvenate your minds and 
body while being pampered thoroughly. We 
will also add a romantic touch by recreating 
a cosy. 



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The Experience will include 1 beverage/ 3 savoury/ 
1 dessert

The surprise requires a pre booking of 2-3 working 
days

Available only in Bangalore

Any additional will be charged on actuals

This experience is subject to availability

For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

Food
Set up (rental)
Photograph (optional, chargeable)

Love Delivered Dottedi Way!
The Picnic will be in a park or a backyard decided 
mutually with an Experience setup for 4 people, 
additional will be charged prorate. The Experience 
will include food worth 2500/- + setup worth: 
2500/-.
The Setup includes 2 rugs, 4 throw pillows, 2 side 
tables, a picnic basket and platters for the food 
along with a simple decoration banner and balloon.
All setup material are on rental basis and will be 
property of Dottedi.

Duration: 1 hour
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1
Amount: Rs.10,000



SELFIE 
SURPRISE!
Make ‘em look at your friend’s selfie and go
MAMMA MIA!

Gather your selfie-obsessed friend, and let 
the games begin. A series of fun selfie tasks 
to challenge the true champion, followed by 
an exciting gift hamper.
When in doubt, always pout!



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

Dottedi will not be responsible if the recipient does 
not agree to participate in the tasks 

Experience includes: Conceptualization and 
production of the experience

Gift hamper includes personalised picture on a 
cushion and ½ kg photo cake worth 2000

The surprise requires a pre booking of 2-3 working 
days 

This experience is subject to availability

Available only in Bangalore

Any additional will be charged on actuals

For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

A personalized hamper
Certificate
Photograph (optional, chargeable)

Everyone knows one friend whose selfie game 
cannot be beaten! Coronate this friend, as the 
selfie queen and let her reign in her selfie-kingdom!
Dottedi will contact the client and tell her that she 
can win a contest if she clicks 10 selfies in the next 
2 hours and send it to us.
Sample Instruction : Click a selfie with a cow. Later, 
she will be gifted a certificate proclaiming her to be 
the selfie queen with a tiara along with a 
personalised gift hamper.
Love Delivered the Dottedi way!

Duration: 45 mins – 1.5 hour
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1
Amount: Rs.7,500



LET’S GET MUDDY 
SURPRISE!
The joy of creating by hand is one that is 
timeless. Experience this timeless surprise 
by working together and creating a pot from 
scratch as Dottedi sends you a pottery 
wheel with clay and a pottery expert.
The surprise will include a banner that 
revolves around love birds making their 
own pot and will also plant a sapling which 
will be organized by Dottedi.
A gift wrapped watering can will be given to 
complete the theme. Love delivered the 
Dottedi way!



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

Venue: Provided by the client (within 10 km radius 
from our studio)
Dottedi will not be responsible if the recipient does 
not agree to participate in the tasks 
Experience is for around 45mins- 1.5 hours
Experience for a couple
The Gift hamper includes a flower arrangement in a 
watering can with I-love-we, chocolates worth 2000.
A prior notice of 2-3 is essential
This experience is subject to availability
Available only in Bangalore
Any additional will be charged on actual
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

A flower arrangement in a watering can
I-love-we chocolates
Certificate (optional, chargeable)
Photograph (optional, chargeable)

Duration: 30mins - 1 hour
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1
Amount: Rs.7,500



THE CHUDDY BUDDY 
SURPRISE!
Make your besties scream
CHAK DE PHATTEY!
Grab the Bonnie to your Clyde,
the Meredith to your Christina,
and the Chandler to your Joey!
Prepare for a weekend full of fun,
laughter and clues they can run after.



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The experience is tailor made and planned for 2 
people only
The duration of this surprise will depend on the time 
taken by the recipient to solve the clues
The clues will be plotted in advance, based on a 
form filled by the client after the purchase of the 
service
The surprise will take place at a central location in 
Bangalore (within 20 kms of the Dottedi Studio) as 
per the client’s preference
Dottedi is not accountable if the recipient disagrees 
to participate/complete the activities/tasks planned
Additional requirements will be chargeable
This experience is subject to availability and 
requires 4-5 days of advance notice
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

Certificate
Photo frame (optional, chargeable
Treasure hunt
Treasure hamper

Duration: 45 mins - 1 hour
Location: Fixed by Dottedi
Number of persons: 2
Amount: Rs.7,500



THE DOODH WALA 
SURPRISE!
Make your partner scream
Moooooooooo!
Want to surprise an early bird?
We’ve got just the right thing for you.



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The venue must be within a 10 km radius from the 
Dottedi Studio
The experience includes a surprise consultant, a 
spinning wheel, personalised questionnaire and 
winner cards.
The tasks will be approved in advance by the client 
Dottedi is not accountable if the recipient disagrees 
to participate/complete the activities/tasks planned
Additional requirements will be chargeable 
This surprise is subject to availability 
Available in Bangalore only 
The surprise requires a notice period of 2-3 working 
day
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us.

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

Milk cans and packets
Game sheet
Photo frame

You’re never too old to surprise a friend, all the 
more fun when they‘re early birds!
Hire our Fun Doodh Wala to visit your loved one at 
their doorstep. The surprise consists of a disguised 
coordinator in a milkman avatar carrying two milk 
cans. One can, will contain milk packets and the 
other can, will contain wet mud that is made to look 
like gobar!

There’s more! A personalized questionnaire will 
then be used to tickle their grey cells and the right 
answers will win them their daily dose of calcium 
while the wrong answer will earn them wet mud 
along with a coin! 
Try our quirky Doodh Wala Surprise for a fun 
morning routine with a loved one!
Love Delivered the Dottedi Way.

Duration: 1 hour
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1
Amount: Rs.7500



WHEEL OF 
FORTUNE SURPRISE
Tired of watching television game shows? 
How about starring in one?
Bring home an exciting television game 
show hosted by our coordinator! 
So, deal or no deal?



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The venue must be within a 10 km radius from the 
Dottedi Studio
The experience includes a surprise consultant, a 
spinning wheel, personalised questionnaire and 
winner cards.
The tasks will be approved in advance by the client 
Dottedi is not accountable if the recipient disagrees 
to participate/complete the activities/tasks planned
Additional requirements will be chargeable 
This surprise is subject to availability 
Available in Bangalore only 
The surprise requires a notice period of 2-3 working 
day
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us.

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

Personalised questionnaire
Winner cards

Television game shows are cool, but you know 
what’s cooler? Being in a television game show! 
Dottedi brings you the most popular television 
game show to your home with our Coordinator sent 
as a TV host. 

Dottedi will provide a banner that would say “Spin 
the Wheel” and five personalised questions will 
have to be answered to get a chance to spin the 
wheel. The wheel consists of 8 colours, each with a 
card that reveals a secret gift/task/ or just a “better 
luck next time!” Well, are you ready to test your 

Duration: 45 mins- 1.5 hours
Location: As per client's request 
Number of persons: 1 
Amount: Rs.7500 



CHARACTER 
SURPRISE!
Birthday? Friendship day? Or just another 
day?
Have a character as crazy as you deliver 
delicious cake and a personalised 
message, with a truck load of love to your 
loved one.



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The client will be charged for transportation if the 
location is not within 20 kms of the Dottedi Studio

The product/gourmet hamper will be handed over 
by the character in the beginning of the experience 
with a certificate

Only one character can be chosen for the surprise

The client is to contact the consultant before 
placing the order

Available in Bangalore only

This surprise requires a notice period of 3 days

For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

A gourmet (or) product hamper
Certificate

Surprise your loved ones with cake and a message 
but with a twist! We’ll deliver your goodies dressed 
up as a clown / monster/ Mickey so your loved one 
can receive their gifts with a unique experience.
Sounds fun, eh?

Duration: 30 mins
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 2-3
Amount: Rs.5,500



THE SPOOKY 
SURPRISE!
Remember when your besties forced you 
into that haunted house?
Or when they made you watch a horror 
flick?
It’s time to get back at them!



ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED

The Dottedi team will come over to your desired 
location with a perfect plan to scare
You can also chose a location from our existing 
range of scary place options
Tasks will be pre approved by the client
Dottedi will not be responsible if the client is not 
willing to participate/complete the activities 
conducted
This experience is subject to availability 
This surprise is not for people with medical 
conditions
We would require your support and phenomenal 
acting skills to enjoy sadistic pleasure from the fear 
inflicted on your significant other. In return we’ll 
help you get scared, cozy and hopefully fond-er of 
each other! 
Additional requirements will be chargeable
For more information on this surprise email us at 
Dottedievents@gmail.com/call us

SURPRISE INCLUDES:

Photograph
Certificate
Fear photo frame

Fear makes the heart grow fonder! Or so we hope!

Our team will come over to your desired location 
with a perfect plan to scare you both! You can also 
chose a location from our existing range of scary 
place options. We would require your support and 
phenomenal acting skills to enjoy sadistic pleasure 
from the fear inflicted on your significant other!
In return we’ll help you get scared, cozy and 
hopefully fond-er of each other!

Duration: 1 - 2 hours
Location: As per client’s requirement
Number of persons: 1- 4
Amount: Rs.7,500



Feel free to connect with us on : 
w w w. t h e d o t t e d i . i n

Dottedi 
C/o Pushparang apartments, 
14, Cornwell cross road, 
Langford gardens,
Bangalore 560 025.

91 80 4152 8753 | 91 99450 99011

#makeitamazing


